The Scholars’ Collaborative specializes in:
* Open forms of scholarship & publishing
* Responsible sharing & preservation of data & scholarly outputs
* Emerging tools & techniques

Scholarship Experts
Specialists can connect you with library and campus information and resources.

Consultations
Meet online to consult on tools, data needs, copyright, publishing, project development and more.

Instruction
Class instruction to support a range of topics, tools, and projects.

PUBLISHING & COPYRIGHT
Rachel Caldwell | rachelcaldwell@utk.edu | trace@utk.edu
* Copyright & open licensing consultations
* Starting a UT-hosted scholarly journal
* Open education resources (open textbooks)
* Publishing consultations such as plagiarism & authorship questions
* TRACE, open access repository for UT research & scholarship

DATA MANAGEMENT & CURATION
Chris Eaker | ceaker@utk.edu | dataservices@utk.edu
* Data management plans & DMP tool consultations & workshops
* Data archiving & preservation
* Accessing data sets for research

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Eric Arnold | arnold@utk.edu | dataservices@utk.edu
* GIS mapping consultations & instruction
* Finding GIS data
* Finding GIS training

DIGITAL MEDIA & DESIGN
Paris Whalon | pwhelon@utk.edu | studio@utk.edu
* Digital storytelling, media, & design consultations & instruction
* Media & design resources and specialists in The Studio
* Creation of media to communicate scholarship

lib.utk.edu/scholar